Ascended Masters
The zebra finch is a songbird that seeks to establish territory
through sound. It gives forth a high-pitched whining sound, also will
exhibit a hissing sound.
These birds adapt to circumstances. Their nests are found in
cavities, scrub, low trees, bushes, on the ground, in termite hills, rabbit
burrows, nests of other birds, and in the cracks, crevices, and ledges of
human structures.
Their songs are not to be confused with bird calls in birds who
migrate in flocks in making calls for alarms and contact with other birds
in community. Theirs is the song to hold other birds captive and holding
territory.
The demon "Agent advocating finch" is seen as the modus
operandi of the Twelfth Planet members. They seek to sing a song of
seed of Serpent through color and images to attract members in an
hypnosis. They use our terminology and are betrayers, saying they are
the ones bringing in the Golden Age of Saint Germain.
They lie in saying, we have "different" Ascended Masters than you
do, when there is only one, not two hierarchies, of the Great White
Brotherhood.
They lie about their sponsorship and having Ascended Masters
being there. It is as if you are wearing a police uniform and appear at a
person's home to ask entrance and they enter your house and they are
the robber.
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The demon possessed are adaptable. And it is for power and gain
to bring in people into their organization as if it were a mating call of
birds to trap the unwary and then to take advantage of them.
Once you are at the Twelfth Planet group, you are obligated to
adapt as they do, to change your ways to accept ideas that there is now
one to replace Saint Germain named Omraam with his teachings on the
White Brotherhood in Bulgaria when clearly this is not the teachings of
the lineage working in America. Omraam went to his second death.
They speak over and over their "song" until they believe their lie
as truth. They build lies upon premises based on how far out from
reality people will accept and then they repeat it over and over as their
birdsong.
They think violet laser light is real If they say long enough,. There
is no such dispensation as violet laser light. What adapted and imitation
version of the violet flame they do goes to the false hierarchy of the Twelfth
Planet that is absent sponsorship. They will say someone has ascended
from the Summit Lighthouse, and when it is known that he had not
ascend, they quickly retract that information.
They are outside the hallowed circle of the Guru chela
relationship. They cover it over with saying, "We have different
Ascended Masters than you have" when they in truth, serve the Twelfth
Planet.
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